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GATEVISION embodies the desire to create a better world with rich experiences in everyday life.

We are premium distribution & branding company that discovers and introduces premium brands

that improve the quality of life beyond market standards. We constantly strive to discover & nurture

innovative brands & products with the mission of improving the quality of life of customers

in consideration of people, health, and the environment as a creative leader in the global era.

Meet the intuitive products that you have never experienced before through GATEVISION.

Every time , the value will be experienced.

A company that leads trends and delivers new values
Creative challeges for the ultimate dream
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· Completion of New GATEVISION Building

· Opening of Branch Office

· Designated as an Official Dealer of E-Land Newcore Group's Home Appliances

· Established Nuri Trading Co., Ltd.

~

· Started Import and Distribution Business

· Official Distributor of UK Premium Home Appliance Brand  Dyson

· Exclusive Distributor of Premium Italian Electric Mattress Brand Imetec

· Selected as an excellent Atopy Prevention Environment Company in Korea

· Started Curation A  Premium Multi Brand Store Business

· DYSON KOREA TOP SELLER AWARD

· Exclusive Distributor of Premium Swiss Steam Ironing Brand Laurastar

· Started Branding Business

· 2018 Empathy Management CEO of the Year Award

· Completion of Paju Logistics Center 

· Started Offline Business

· Exclusive Distributor of No. 1 US Vacuum Cleaner Brand Bissell

· Exclusive Distributor of  Irish Air Sterilizer Brand Novaerus

· GATEVISION Co., Ltd. AS, R&D Center Opening and Expansion

· Start of Another A Gallery Cafe Business

· Opening of New Curation A Store

· Exclusive Distributor of Swedish Dehumidifier Brand Woods

· Received the 56th Exemplary Taxpayer National Tax Service Award

· Official Distributor of Sennheiser

· 14th Anniversary as Official Dyson Distributor

· Exclusive Distributor of DJI
3
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Since the introduction of the first bagless vacuum cleaner in 1993, 

Dyson devices have solved problems that others have overlooked.

We develop solutions to the problems we face in our daily lives.

We have created a device that removes dust and air pollutants,

and we have created a device that reduces hair damage.

The never-ending drive to improve technology is our driving force.

That's why only Dyson works like Dyson.



It's a styler that creates curls, shapes them, and hides fine hair without excessive heat damage.

It can be dried and styled at the same time, and it also provides powerful airflow and temperature control

to complete the style without damaging the hair. In addition, a redesigned styling tool allows you to complete

your style with effective and enhanced Coanda effects. The innovative Dyson Airwrap Complete makes it

easier and faster to create double-scented curls in a single barrel, attracting and wrapping hair into

a variety of styles depending on the barrel, such as voluminous waves and straights.

DYSON AIRWRAP COMPLETE
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Dyson's latest hair care technology is the innovative Dyson AirStrait that simultaneously blow-dries and straightens

wet hair. The heated air flows evenly across the hair, completing the styling without excessive heat damage.

The intelligent thermal control system is designed to regulate the temperature up to 16 times per second

to prevent heat damage to protect your hair's natural shine.

DYSON AIRSTRAIT
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THE WORLD OF
NO.1 DRONE BRAND

MAVIC | AIR | MINI | AVATA | POCKET | ACTION | MOBILE | RONIN

DJI has established itself as a leading global brand in a variety of fields, including drones,

handheld camera systems, and robotics training. With cutting-edge technology,

we have redefined the concept of 'Made in China'. With talent and partners as the core foundation,

and innovation as the driving force, we have continued to evolve. We believe that the purpose

of life in the now and future is to evolve. That's why we envision a future where different people use

DJI technology to make our world a better place. DJI's mission is to be a science and

technology company that continues to drive human progress.

DJI's vision is to be a pioneer in the era of spatial intelligence,

making the beauty of science and technology beyond imagination.



DJI Mavic 3 Series takes image performance to the next level. The Mavic 3 Pro adopts a triple camera system,

each with three sensors and lenses with different focal lengths, ushering in a new era of camera drones.

Equipped with a Hasselblad camera and dual telephoto cameras, the Mavic 3 Pro adds new possibilities to

drone photography with its triple camera system. Create cinematic masterpieces and photo-inspired

storytelling with this drone that gives you more creative freedom and captures beautiful landscapes.

DJI MAVIC 3 PRO
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DIJ X HASSELBLAD
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HIGH QUALITY DRONE BRAND

The all-new Pocket 3 features a powerful 1" CMOS sensor that delivers richer detail in the images you take.

Thanks to the 2" rotatable touchscreen and full-pixel fast focus specification, you can control precise focus

whether you're shooting in landscape or portrait mode. With 4K/120fps, a 3-axis motorized stabilization system,

and a host of intelligent features, Pocket 3 is ready to take on the flexibility of any movement.

DJI OSMO POCKET 3





T H E  B E S T  O F  S W I S S

S K I L L

Founded in Switzerland in 1980, the premium steam iron brand Laurastar

revolutionized ironing at home. Founder Jean Monney went to great lengths

to realize his commitment to maintaining the beauty of all his clothes.

Laurastar surprised the world by introducing unique technologies

such as, the ironing technology imaginable

only for professionals and designed it to be used at home.

Introduced the unique active ironing board with a blowing

and vacuum system to remove wrinkles quickly and easily,

the 3D sole plate that can iron to the back with a single iron,

and the pulse steam function that continuously dispenses dry steam

at high temperatures and pressure like the heart rate.

www.laurastar.co.kr



Laurastar uses ultra-fine high-temperature steam at 150°C with double heating and enhanced pulse steam

to ensure that  there is no damage to the fabric and anyone can easily use the steam spraying technology

that only professionals have implemented. In addition, the automatic temperature control function allows

for perfect ironing without the need for professional skills. The anti-scale filter cartridge filters out limescale

to improve the quality of steam for a tidy garment.

SMART U
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LAURASTAR
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Beautify and Purify your life

Laurastar’s unique Dry Microfine Steam (DMS) removes various bacteria, viruses, and fungi from our environment,

and the steam sterilizes not only fabrics, but also objects, furniture, bedding, and curtains quickly and powerfully.

It provides undamaged care for clothing  made from difficult materials and eliminates unpleasant odors.

It has a sensual and unique design and has a display effect.

IZZI



SPOTCLEAN
HYDROSTEAM

NEW

4in1 FABRIC WET STEAM CLEANER



Bissell, which has been at the top of the cleaning industry in the United States

for over 146 years since 1876,'does it’s best by understanding customers’

lives and cleaning needs. Based on our beliefs, we work with passionate experts

to not only maintain a cleaner home, but also provide a variety of vacuum,

wet, steam, and spot cleaning services to help users enjoy life more.

Furthermore, we propose high-quality cleaning

and care solutions to improve the quality of life at home with pets.

We want to value our users' time.

P E R F E C T  C L E A N I N G

B I S S E L L

www.bissell.co.kr



With a powerful motor, water sprays, washes, and suction at the same time, and deep cleaning technology

that cleans deep into the fibers. This is a versatile wet vacuum cleaner that can be used on carpets, sofas,

mattresses, bedding, car interiors and exterior fabric materials. The exclusive formula removes deep stains,

disinfects and removes odors and harmful substances from simple stains and textiles.

In the new Cordless SpotClean series, we have eliminated the space constraints

by eliminating the cord in the basic technology.

SPOTCLEAN SERIES [ CORDLESS / PROFESSIONAL / PROHEAT ]

BISSELL
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It can be vacuumed and steam cleaned at the same time,
and it sterilizes and removes 99.9% of germs and bacteria

only with the steam without the need for chemicals.
The very powerful steam warms up and sprays in 30 seconds.

It can be used continuously after preheating,
and water can be replenished while in use.

VAC & STEAM ▷

As the 4th generation of the Cross Wave series,
dry + wet + vacuum cleanng can be done at once, reducing
the cleaning time by half. It is a wet vacuum cleaner
that can be used with a special formula to remove
all the dust that is scattered after vacuuming,
beyond the simple dirt removal to sterilization and antibacterial
has a brush that can clean multiple surfaces, and it can be used
at once regardless of whether it is a regular floor, carpet, or rug,
so you can always clean it neatly wherever you are.
Dirty brushes can also be easily solved with a single press
of the auto-cleaning button.

◁ CROSS WAVE X7

Home Cleaning Brand





Founded in 1973 with the ambition to provide a comfortable sleep for its customers,

Imetec, is a world-class Italian premium brand that has built a reputation for premium

home appliances for over 50 years. As a leader in the Italian market, Imetech adheres to

it's unique identity and responds to various market demands. The patented Intelliheat

technology and the Electroblock safety system ensure a good night's sleep and

safety for users.Imetech, which is sold in more than 42 countries around the world,

can be found across all famous department stores in Korea and through GATEVSION.

R E S P O N S I B L E
F O R  Y O U R  S A F E  S L E E P

www.imeteckorea.co.kr



Imetec's patented automatic temperature control Intelliheat technology allows sensors in the heating wire

to detect changes in the temperature of the room in real time and adjust the amount of power supply to maintain

the set temperature, to prevent low-temperature burns and maintain the optimum temperature.

In addition, it is safe to receive the approval of the electromagnetic wave test in three countries.

The dual-pole patent achieves the suppression of static electricity through the opposite magnetic field.

It has passed the globally recognized Oeko-Tex certification and Radon test at the KOTITI testing and research institute,

a nationally recognized testing research institute, so it can be used without worries for men and women of all ages.

IMETEC'S PREMIUM ELECTRIC UNDERBLANKETS

IMETEC
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It is a product that can be selected according to the required

use area with various types of heating pads,

and it is a product that can compress tight muscles at

a constant temperature with automatic temperature control.

Due to its small size, it can be used for office and camping.

The heating wire is very thin, so it is safe

and comfortable to use for a long time.

Heating Pad ▷

Blanket featuring a soft texture and luxury design,

the overblanket is easy to fold and easy to move and store,

making it easy for camping or staying overnight.

After removing the controller, it is machine washable,

so you can always keep it as hygienic as possible.

◁ Overblanket

Made in Italy





Founded in 1945, Sennheiser pioneered condenser microphone technology

with the development of the world's first integrated sound microphone,

and continues to innovate continuously to create intelligent

and interconnected platforms, including high-end reference headphones

and wireless products with noise cancellation, as well as the development of

3D audio algorithms and VR/AR audio software.

Beloved by music artists around the world and one of the world's leading brands

in the audio equipment market of the future,

Sennheiser's passion and quest for excellence have always

kept Sennheiser in this moment of history.

S U P E R I O R  S O U N D

N O  C O M P R O M I S E



SENNHEISER

Sennheiser's AMBEO sound bar represents a new future for immersive sound. The new Soundbar Plus uses

exclusive AMBEO technology to fully implement Virtual 7.1.4 channels in a single sound bar.

SOUNDBAR
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Sennheiser's innovative premium headphones, MOMENTUM 4 Wireless, boast outstanding sound,

state-of-the-art technology and sleek design. Experience a new set of premium headphones that

deliver studio-level audio precision and a stable depth of field.

HEADPHONE

For Love of Sound





Since 1950, Sweden's No.1 brand WOODS, has been manufacturing dehumidifiers,

air purifiers, and clothes care devices with Woods' unique source technology

for about 70 years. We manufactured the world's first dehumidifier to prevent damage

caused by mold and moisture, and have sold more than 1.6 million products

in Europe over the past 10 years with the goal of developing environmentally

friendly products, and manufacture and distribute various air quality-related products.

Exported to more than 25 countries around the world, all of Woods' products are

carefully designed in Sweden with the highest quality and safety,

low energy consumption, and large capacity,

and are the world leader in high-quality air care solutions.

H E A L T H I E R  H O M E S

S I N C E  1 9 5 0

www.woods.co.kr



WOODS
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Wood’s smart I-ECO Defrost system enables dehumidification at all temperatures and humidity. In addition, it can be

used for industrial purposes as well as at home, and it's front-down structure takes care of the moisture of the hot air

that has sunk down due to the air convection and reduces the effects and discomfort of the hot dry air on the human body.

SW30FW / SW22FW / SW38FM / SW42FX



Clean and Healthy Indoor Air
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It is possible to take care a large space of about 70 square meters with a wide range of temperature and

humidity conditions. It is a dehumidifier that can be stacked with 3 units together for easy movement and storage,

and it can be easily dismantled and cleaned using a semi-permanent FOAM filter.

WCD4PRO



 Ireland's Novaerus, a life science powerhouse, is a state-of-the-art air sterilizer created
through continuous research and development since 2009.

Its performance has been recognized by over 30 world-class research institutes,
 including NASA in the US, and it is exported to over 50 countries around the world

(USA, Spain, Czech Republic, Greece, etc.).
This product, which has an outstanding sterilizing ability has been approved as

a medical device by the European CE and the US FDA, is currently used in
over 1,400 domestic ambulances, over 650 medical institutions, schools,

daycare centers, public facilities, indoor exercise facilities, senior living facilities,
and postpartum care centers. It is being used in about 250 multi-use facilities including

churches, restaurants, and cafes.

NanoStrike, Novaerus' unique world-patented technology,
applies 4KV high voltage to the plasma coil to form a plasma field,

destroying and sterilizing viruses, bacteria, pathogens, allergens, molds,
and other harmful substances in the air passing through it in 0.002 seconds.

Beyond the era of air purification, the era of air sterilization



PROTECT
NV1050
NV1050, which can be used in a large space of about 150 square meters, is an extra-large air sterilizer

that can sterilize fine dust and viruses by sterilizing viruses with 6 plasma coils. The H13 filter removes

particulate matter, the G4 filter removes odors, and the M5 filter removes dust and protects the plasma coil,

extending the life of the filter so that the H13 filter can be used for a long time.

NOVAERUS
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Air Speed ControlNanostrike Technology For Large Space3 Types of Filter



PROTECT
NV990
NV990, which can be used in a large space of
about 32 square meters, destroys and sterilizes
various viruses, bacterias and harmful substances
through nano-strike technology.
It can be used with a stand or wall-mount and
can be used to fit your space.

*Stand sold separately

Fan Control

Nanostrike Technology

For Large Space

PROTECT
NV330
NV330, which can be used in a small space of
about 10 square meters, destroys and sterilizes
various viruses, bacteria and harmful substances
through nanostrike technology. It can be used
with a stand or wall mount on a flat space.

DISINFECT THE AIR

For Compact space

Nanostrike Technology

Safe Novaerus Air Zone
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A company that leads trends and delivers new values

“Creative challenges for the ultimate dream”

GATEVISON Co., Ltd.


